VIOLENCE against pharmacists and other pharmacy personnel by those in illegal pursuit of controlled drugs should, nay must, be made a federal crime. The need for such federal legislation is today well recognized by those concerned with the problem. Editorials, such as those by Stanley Siegelman, editor-inchief, American Druggist' and others, are helping to drive home to both federal and state legislators the imperative need for such legislation.
The Federal Drug Enforcement Administration recently made it known that it will ask Congress to pass legislation calling for the prosecution of individuals in these pharmacy robberies. For some time now, the American Pharmaceutical Association and the National Association of Retail Druggists have advocated the enactment of a federal statute to cover this issue. It also appears that the "health program" of the Reagan administration and Republicans and Democrats support such an action. * DICP now joins the national crescendo for this needed legislation. Our interest centers upon the necessity for protection, not only for the community pharmacists, but also for the institutional ones, those practicing in hospitals and nursing homes. "Pharmacies," Carmine Varano, an outspoken pharmacist, re-*On the first day of the 97th Congress, the Pharmacy Crime Bill (S20) was reintroduced by Senator Jim Sasser (D-TN). The proposed bill would make robbery of controlled substances valued in excess of $500.00 a federal crime. In my opinion, the bill is a step in the right direction, but would better serve its purpose if the amount were in excess of $5.00, not $500.00. Since then, two more bills have been introduced in the House: HR 231 by Dan Fuqua (D-FL) of the Energy and Commerce Committee and HR 351 by Henry J. Hyde (R-IL) of the Judiciary Committee. These bills also seek to provide stiffer penalties for robbery and burglary of retail pharmacies. 416 cently said to me, "are going to be hit more and more."
This need for protection was clearly revealed to me upon a recent visit to a hospital pharmacy in the Washington, DC, area. I was surprised at how secure those pharmacies are -well protected by bullet-proof glass in the outpatient department against possible invasion by drug theft criminals. But they are "secure" to such an extent that the pharmacy personnel are almost completely isolated from communicating with their outpatient public! This is not the kind of protection and security that is desired. There are enough behavioral and emotional barriers to effective communications between the patient and the pharmacist without adding barriers such as walls, fences, and other structural materials. It is well known that patients must be in an open and relaxed environment in order to be receptive to advice from professionals.
Many pharmacies are large enough that the patient consultation area can be physically separated from the drug storage area. This is a desirable deterrent to crime, and at the same time it facilitates improved communications. However, in the smaller pharmacies where such a separation is not practical, criminals must be dissuaded in other ways. Although no law or form of punishment will be 100 percent effective, making violence in pharmacies a federal crime should help.
Action is needed now, before more names are added to the ever-growing list of pharmacists murdered in these robberies by addicts and those seeking drugs for profit in the illicit, on-the-street market.
